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A h St r a cL

The International Development Research Centre (IDPC) in Vttawa
has developed a data base management system, oriented to the
harviIirq of bibliographic information, on a }1ewlett-Pacard 3000
Series IT, The naper describes the environment tor which the
sVstel was developed; management requirements for the choice of
hardware and the development of software; and how the system is
used in the TDRC.

The International Development Research Centre botn carries out
and funds research for develonment in several fields, including the
field of Information Science, for which, we believe, it is unique, So
the decision to computerize the LDRC library in )M73 was rrade, not
only to provide a means of accessln the library's very specialized
collection of literature on the subject ot development, hut also to
create a basis of experience for establishing computerized
bIbliociraDnic systems in developing countries.

The system that was chosen in 1973 was iSIS (Integrated Set of
Information Systems) developed far on-line apllcations in the Library
of the International T,anour office In Geneva. TDPC thus hecaffe part
of a "networK' ot ISIS users around the world who made available to
each other developments or retinementS in the system. TDPC has helned
to install ISIS in several developin countries Including Chile,
Kuwait, Costa Rica and the Philippines.

ISIS denends on the use of large IBr computer and TDRC ran ISIS
throuah a service bureau. Urerating through a service bureau is
particularly expensive, but operation of this type of on-line system
on any large computer is expensive. In 1q75 it was decided to
investiate the possibility of acquiring an in-house minicOmputer, to
run the library's operations, to maintain a number ot SPCCit)rI data
bases, and to develop an inexpensive and reliable pacaoe...i
hardware and software that would he transoortable to devel .4nq
countries.
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The new system would be used to oroduce Deviridex Canada, an
abstract bulletin of Canadian literature on the subleCt of development
which the information Sciences Division publishes in the context of
DEVSIS (Deveiopnent Sciences Information System), and it would also be
Installed in Institutes In developing Countries participating in
DvsiS 'oreover, the Information Science Division helps tund certain
AGRIS (the Agricultural Information System ot the United Jat1ons Food
and Agriculture organization) participating centres arid the package
would need to e suitable for processing AGPIS records In such
centres.

Accordingly, in April 1975, a consultant was employed by the
Information Sciences Division to study the feasibility of implementing
a bibliographic Information system on a minicomputer. The resulting
reoort, which took Into account such factors as costs and sottware
development, was positive in its conclusions and justified more
Intensive investigation on the part ot IDRC.

in the following eight months a critical evaluation was made of
all "stable" minicomputer manufacturers in the market and of their
products. The cost of the equlpient, although an Important factor,
wa not the only tactor taken into consideration. Because It was
intended to do the software development in-house, the extensiveness
and reliability of the manufacturer's software was studied in great
detail. The end-product (the information system software) was being
developed not only for use within IDRC, but also for use in areas
where an inexpensive, reliable facility rather than a laroe-capacltv
one would be the requirement. This meant that we had tO have some
assurance that the manufacturer would remain in business for some
time. The manufacturer also had to orovide some form ot service for
his equipment in Africa, Southeast Asia, and South and Central
America, for we hoped to make the software availahie to institutions
In those areas. (This latter requirement was not met by any of the
minicomputer manufacturers.L)

At the same time, other institutions where Information systems
were being developed for minicomputers were contacted. in some of
these Institutions, a machine had been selected to run a dedicated
system, and Our first Inclination was to adopt the same procedure, It
can he easily understood that lf a machine is dedicated tO one
application then the manufacturer's software need not he overly
sophisticated. However, 'luring this neriod of evaluation, an on-going
dIloque was taking place between Information Sciences and other
divisions wIthin the Centre, It w decided that the acquisition of a
somewhat 'fore sophisticated computer could he of rireat benefit to the
Centre itself, This led to a narrowing of the field ot potential
suppli ers.

in early 19Th, a project proposal dealing with both tue
acquisition of the minicomputer system and software development, was



presented to the Board of Governors y the Information Sciences
Division. The project, as apnroved by the Board, soecif jed three
major reasons for a mInicomputer:

to reduce operational costs ot runnino SIS at IDPC (this
was a significant factor - runnint costs at a service bureau can he
extremely htoh):

to define an ootimum cost-benefit mlnicornnuter installation
that could be otferd, complete with programs, for AGRIS (Agricultural
Information System of the Food and Aorlcultural Organization of the
United ations)/DEVSlS (Development Sciences information System)/TSTS
activities at national centres in developin countries;

to provide a basis for a Canadian input/output centre to a
future International network for development information (DFVSIS).

The three-member "computer group" within the lntorttation Sciences
Division drew un a tender that stressed three characteristics: (1) the
power of the operating system; (2) the reliability and availability of
the manufacturer's software; and (3) the potential of the machine to
handle the lob mix. The same group also designed and conducted
benchmark tests that emohasized the three critical specifications in
the tender. elett-Packard won the tender with their 3000 system.
Although the HP-3000 had some shOrt-cOmings, which are only now belnq
corrected, some fine hardware features (stack architecture) and their
sound, thteorated operating system (MPF - Multiprogrammiricl Executive)
helped them to win the tender. In Auoust 1916 our equipment was
delivered and development began On the software.

flnce the computer as selected, thoughts turned to the system
design. A final decision had yet to he made that we were Indeed qoino
to develop new software for our information system. flther
alternatives did exist. We could simnly recode the ISIS programs tor
the HP-3000 or we could adopt the data-base management package (IMA(E)
developed bY Hewlett-Packard for the 3000. The first alternative,
although providing a quick and easy solution to a system-design
problem, would have proven unrealistic because it could not have taken
advantage of the special features of the HP-3000, The second
alternative demanded consideration but was finally rejected for
reasons familiar to those who have worked with bibliographic systems:
(1.) no caPability for handling true variable-length records; (2) no
capability for handling variable length, variably occurring fields;
(3) no canahility for handling suhfields; (4) no capability for
supoortin keys embedded in text; and (5) no capability for handling
long descriotive abstracts. A new design was definitely called for!



1s a tjrst sten in desiqninq the systerr, a number of oulding
princioles were adonted:

general anpilcahility - the system should ne as
general-purnose as ossible7

modularity - the system should be totally uodular to promote
ease of maintenance and extension;

jndependenCe - the applications functions should be
independent of the data-base management functions;

user considerations - (a) the system should be flexible In
that It should be capable of handling data in almost any physical
form; (b) the system should be simple to understand s° that it could
be implemented and used with minimum effort; Cc) a user-attractive
language should be provided so that users could really he users; and
Cr1) the system should be able tO provide a wide variety of outputs;

mission orientation - (a) the system should nave the
caoacity to accept outputs from other intormation systems; (b) the
system should be viable within a small organization; and (C) the
system snould be comoatible with other International systems,
soecitically ISIS and AGPTS;

cost-etfectiveness - the basic system should he in operation
b December 1977 so that we could dissociate ourselves from the
service bureau where we nad been runninn ISIS.

In designing a system, a set of guiding principles, though very
Important, is not sufficient. Also required Is a theoretical
frame-work around which to build the system. This framework provides
a coherence that otherwise would he difficult to realize. Careful
study was given to the three proninent data-base management theories:
the CODASY[J (network) approach; the hierarchical apnroach; and the
relational aporoach. It was finally decided to employ the relational
approach in the system's design because this model of data was seen to
have a number ot inherent advantages not shared by other models.

We shall not go Into the theory of the relational approach here,
but the bibliography cites several items on the sublect for those who
wish to Know more about it.



System development started in June 1976. Consultations were
carried out with triP Library on its needs and regular meetings were
held between librarians and the computer aroup,

The Library serves the stat f of the Centre and the staff of
IDRC-furided projects In developina countries. Jt also serves
Interested public ofticials and researchers in Canada.

It has a data base of over 20,000 records reoresenting both
rnOnographic holdings and analytics, and a serials data base of some
3,000 records, There are also some 4,000 records representinc' Items
on order or awaiting catalOguina,

Records are written in English, 'rench or Spanish (the three
wOrkinci languages of the IDRC) according to the lanouage of the
document, Subject access to the collection is via on-line searching
of descriptors assianed to each item from the IDRC's trilingual
version o the acrothesaurus (Oruanisatton for Economic Co-operation
and Development 1972).

Coinciding with the design of trie new system, the JDPC Library
made a move towards promoting a standardized bibliographic exchange
format y adopting the recommendations of the "Reference manual for
machine-readable bibliographic descriptions" (UtUSIST/ TCSU-AB Working
Group on Bibliographic Description 1974) for formatting its
bibliogranhic records. The DFVSLS Study Team had already decided on
this format for creating a world-wide data base of literature in the
develooment. sciences.

MTiIS1S i i'ii: LIBRARY

To the user, the new system is, in some respects, similar to ISIS
and in other respects different from ISIS - the latter is particu)arlv
noticeable in that MINISIS is designed for a multiuser environment,
The three formerly separate data bases (acuisitions, serials, and
monograofls) are now merged to form a single data base. But user views
have been defined so that. each user sees the data base In the way most
appropriate to him, Thus, the acquisitions librarians see, besides
selected hihlioaraohic fields, all those fields which relate to
ordering, whereas the cataloguers see all the hiblloqranfllc fields,
but none Of the fields relating to ordering procedures.

Very briefly, the creation of the library data base can he
described as follows: Information entered on-line by the acaulsitlons
section is used to generate computer-printed purchase orders on
specially designed forms. When the ordered item Is received, the same
record that generated the order is accessed from the catalonuina point



of view in order to undate the cataloguing data and add descriptors
embedded in an abstract. Once the cataiociuina data has been proofread
and pronounced "clean", it is released by the data-base manager for
blbliogranhic searching.

There are also five automated authorities linked to both the
library data base and the DFVSIS data base.

The Authority of Institution Names. This file holds the
name, location and the TSO two-letter country code of Institutions
(whether identified as a corporate author or an affiliation), that
correspond, for each bibliographic record, with the "place where the
work was done". The tile Includes "see" references, other languaoe
versions, and broader-term and narrower-term relations. A six-digit
code entered in the corporate author or affiliation field of the
bibliographic record constitutes the link with the aporopriate entry
In the Authority File of Institution Names. These codes can he used
in bibltoaraphjc searching In combination with descriotors in order to
retrieve items on a particular sublect produced by a oarticular
inst I tut ion.

The Thesaurus. This Is fully trilingual. There are
English, French and Spanish descriptors for each concept. A search
conducted in one languaoe will retrieve all relevant items, whatever
the lannuaqe in which the descriptors were originally assigned. The
thesaurus structure Is built into the on-line searching facility so
that, for instance, all the narrower terms of a given descriptor can
be searched.

The Vendor Authority. fere are maintained the name and
address of each book supplier used by the Library. It allows names
and addresses to he printed out on ourchase orders when a tour-letter
code is entered in the vendor field of records.

The on-Vendor. Four-letter codes are expanded to
appropriate trilingual messages on the bottom Of the purchase order
when the reouested Item can be outained free or on exchange.

A system-wide trilingual stop word list has been established
which eliminates "noise" words (orepositions, pronouns, cOnlunctioris,
etc.) on recuest.

Jow, let us look more closelY at how the system apnears to the
user. The system is fully interactive and a very important Innovation
Is the fact that aspects of computerised library operations which
formerly needed to h carried out by computer staft are now carried
out Dy library staff. The terminal operator orders her own



proot-lists on line; global Changes to toe data base can he made
on-line; orintin of nurchase orders is commanded on-line, The
librarian creates his/her own indexes by selecting the fields on which
the index will he created and designing the print format, and then
either orints them Out Immediately or streams them to run later. The
print format and index specifications can be stord 3nd celled upon at
any time to produce further printed indexes or to prepare output tapes
for COM processing. Because of the muitiuser environment many users
may use the same data base at the same time to do many different
thlnqs.

The library user, having signed on to the system, end before
choosing the portion of the data base on which he/she wishes to work,
is asked to choose one of the six available functions (i.e.
processors).

(I) ENTRY allows you to enter new records. ISN's (Internal
Sequence Numbers = record numbers) are generated automatically by the
system for those data bases requiring access by J5. Fields are
prompted in lannuaoe easily understood by the inputter. ENTP.Y

Incorporates two very useful features:

- any desired field Is automatically checked to ensure that the
item being entered Is not a duplicate, thus eliminating a great
deal of clerical checking;

- fields requiring authorities can be validated aqainst their
respective authority tiles. Validation can he carried out either
on-line or in batch. At present, vendor codes and
institution-name codes are validated on line, while descriptors
are validated in batch at the time the record is released for
searching.

Dual entry, I.e. entry into more than one file at a time, is
another imnortant feature of this processor. For example, a new
record can he created in an authority file while the Iriputter is in
the process of entering a new bibliographic record,

(2) MODIFY allows you to make changes to records already in the
system. A record is accessed In MODIFY either by specifying its TSJ
or through a query on any desired tield, A query in MOOIFY is a
sub-set of the QIJFRY processor, Fields to be modified are accessed
either by field ta (consisting of one letter and three digits) or h
short mnemonic field name. Fields can be added, deleted, replaced, or
changed, and information in one field can be transferred to another
field, In MUOTFY, global changes (i.e. the same change to the same
field across the data base) can also he carried out using identical
methods to those used tO modify a single record.



JWEX allows you to sort records into various orders to
produce, for example, KWIC or KWI.)C indexes, alphabetical author or
title listings, or a shelf list. INDEX can handle the UDC sort
sequence (the Universal. Decimal Classification is used in the TDRC
Library), and can also handle the Spanish-lannuaqe alphabetic sort
sequence.

PRINT allows you to specify the format for nrintinq each
record (order and arrangement ot tields; insertion ot literals arid
punctuation) and to soecify the pa e lay-out (number of records per
page; whether printed in columns, tables, etc.). This function also
Initiates a print-out.

QUER1 allows You to retrieve trom a data base, Two kinds of
search method are available - entering each operand together with its
logical relationshiri to the other ooerands, or entering selected
operands and combining them in a subsequent operation; the two metlmods
can also be combined. Free-text and "inverted file" techniques with
thesaurus expansion are also available during the retrieval or-ocess.
Any validly defined field in the user's data base may be used for
retrieval. The items found in a search can then be displayed on the
screen and/or can be printed on the line-printer tor delivery to the
requestor. A set of instructions available tO the user In QUERY allows
one to save a search formula to e used aaain on a future occasion;
save the records resultina from a search so that they can ne used as a
hit-tile in the IJDEX or PRINT functions; change to a different data
base in the middle of a search; limit the search to only one or two of
the three available languages; specify the print format desired for
displaying and printing the records; and browse (display) the records.

RE1EASF flags a record as available tor searching once It
has been declared "clean". 'rhe process can also he reversed to
"unrelease" a record to modify it. NO changes can he made to a
"released" record.

seventh function, which will e available at. the end of
September, is the arithmetic processor - COMPUTE. This will be used
for such purposes as estimating the amount ot money committed to books
for a qiven oart of a financial year, Or for estimating tinanclal
commitments on TDPC-funded projects.

Also to he made available soon Is an SOT processor.

Finally, the tunction EXIT is selected when you are ready to sign
off the system.



The system handles all French and Spanish diacritics using the
options available within the ISP 7-bit coded character set
(International Organization tor Standardization 1973); and it has a
full upner and lower case Capability.

The tact that all, these functions are available to the user means
that, now that the system is operational, only one half-time
programmer will he needed to serve the library apolications.

A set of utilities has been orovided within Mlf1SIS for the data
base manager. For example, there are processors to produce and accept
exchange tapes in ISO 2709 format (International flrqanizatlon for
Standardization 1973), to define users views for the systen, to
renumber records (useful when producing printed bibliographies), and
for inverting on fields to which fast access is needed.

ll. code for the system (apnlicatjons routines and data-base
management routines) was written in SPL, the systems proqrarrmina
language of the HP 3000. The system runs on an Up 3000 wltn no special
options.

It has been estimated that acquisition of equipment for such a
system would cost between $150000 and $200000 - depending on amount of
memory, number of disks and number of terminals acquired. The IDRC
acquired 192 kilobytes ot memory, one 1600 BPI tape drive, one printer
with upper and lower case, one oPerator console and twelve terminals.
Our Investment represented the cost ot running ISIS at the service
bureau for two years. Of course, Hewlett-Packard has now brought out
its Improved Series III, on whlcn MllS1S software will run just as
well, if not better.

The design and implementation Of the system tooK 45 person
months, i.e. two persons for twelve months and three persons for an
additional seven months. During the first twelve months, the design
of the system was completed and thirteen ot the seventeen data-base
management routines were completed. During the next seven months,
three of the four remaining data-base routines and the user processors
were written.

Tn October, 1977, the first users - the acoulsitlons section -
were phased in. By this time the data entry, modification and print
processors were ready. In Decemoer, 1977, the whole data-base was
successfully converted from ISIS to MIr4TSTS. Durinci early 1978, the
query and index processors were completed, and the users' manuals
written. At the time of writing, the arithmetic processor, the SOT
processor and a piotocopostion interface have yet to he completed.



Fhe team's progress is proof that a small devoted development
team is as effectiv, or even more effective, than a larger group.

Besides the librarY data base, the System Sunports two other
bibliographic data bases - DEVSTS Canada (economic and social
development information) and SATI1S (intormation about low-Cost rural
health care and health manpower tra1riin). r)eveiopment of a
flOn-blhiiographic application is also underway - a project information
system (PINS) which will store and retrieve information concernlna
TDRC funded projects. PiNS will he able to provide monthly
expenditure reports to each division and to provide a question and
answer service to manaaement, Tynical search questions wou1d be:-
How much money has the IDPC committed for project.s on tertility
regulation? How much ftnancial support has the JDPC pledged to the
International Rice Research Institute? Tderitify all recipient
organisations in Latin kmerica. All the processors available to
library users will he available to the PINS manager. The arithmetic
processor will play an important role here to comnute the dollar
figures.

The system also supports data-bases from other organisations. The
ILO, FAn and UNIDO data-bases have been converted successfully to be
searched on-line, while the Unesco data-base Is expected soon. Until
we can atford more mass storage, we handle the problem of on-line
access through scheduling the non-IDRC data-bases for fixed times
during tne week or on advance user request.

It is hoped that MINISIS will prove to e attractive to
Institutions tnat require a bibliographic data-base system, hut cannot
afford expensive equipment and have no means of sharing a larger
comnuter facility. Already, two large organisations - the
InternatIonal Labour nfflce in Geneva and the Agricultural University
In Wacieninaen, the Netherlands - have expressed stronn interest in
MINISIS and the system was recently demonstrated to top-management and
librarians in these institutions. MINI$lS is a logical outorowth of
our experience with ISIS, and it already appears to he enlarging the
common network that began with ISTS.
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